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ANDREA BRADY:   FORMALLY CONVICTED: A REVIEW OF LAURA ELRICK 

In her History of the Modern Fact, Mary Poovey (30) explains that double-entry bookkeeping, 
a �system of writing� which emerged out of (and borrowed the status and credence accorded 
to) rhetoric, �produced effects that exceed transcription and calculation. One of its social 
effects was to proclaim the honesty of merchants as a group. One of its epistemological 
effects was to make the formal precision of the double-entry system, which drew on the rule-
bound system of arithmetic, seem to guarantee the accuracy of the details it recorded.�  The 
invention of double-entry bookkeeping was, in this sense, one of the most important events 
in Western European history. The adoption of mathematical principles, which themselves 
seem transparent and incapable of corruption, to describe financial transactions, 
underwrote the fiduciary claims and actions of its users.  It also made clear and transparent 
language essential to the conveyance of scientific knowledge, to the claimed rationality of 
civic interactions, and to the conduct of business. 

Laura Elrick�s poem �TOW to   MOUTH� imposes the number 8 on some of the stock phrases 
of political management by the �Percent humanitarian�, between the spaces and on the 
words themselves. The symbol of eternity, and also a figure for two links in the chain fence 
which she references here and in �Dream Helmet�, this number represents the interference of 
quantifiable data in the relief of actual human need.  �TOW to   MOUTH� is concerned with 
distributions of time��one quarter of one day fer sleeping, one third of one day fer working, 
one quarter of one quarter of one day fer commuting��and the quality of the off-cuts of this 
consumed and waged time.  Is there enough, after work and the satisfaction of basic human 
needs, left to organise?  But this use of the number also participates in Elrick�s general 
inquisition into the fictions of clear speech, especially the language of business.  While 
corporations develop their own highly metaphoric idioms, the false precision of that 
language alienates its users from one another.  Elrick seems to suggest the opposite 
trajectory of Poovey�s argument about seventeenth-century businessmen�s lingua franca.  
That is, the confusions and artificiality of corporate language reveals the dishonesty not only 
of the institutions that develop it, but also of the political officials (including the MBA 
President) who adopt it and its false rational neutrality. 

Elrick uses both form and explicit reference to reproduce in poetry the alienation of the 
�perma-temp�.  Her protagonists move between the reception desk and the artist�s colony, or 
Bed-Stuy underemployment and a wished-for job at �some uni�. In �Dream Helmet� , an 
oracular boss is �part GIANT� who speaks with �impeccable grammar�: an example of which 
Elrick gives as �Sheerest replicate do they build as shiny house upon that hill!�.  The worker�s 
own use of damaged or dialect language in �sKINCERITY� points especially to alienation 
from other workers: �Was proving hard to makey friends at work, even (so I says to myself I 
says she aint� no Queens Karen) even in the same decarpment.�  Nonetheless, the �I� is both 
residual in these poems, and implicit even in the subtitle of Dimensions of Calm�
�(participatory yearnings)�. This parenthetical desire for transformation is entangled, as the 
poet is also, with the violent usages she critiques. The pliability of her poetic voice, able to 
move fluently between forms of speech often dictated by class, is both a liability and a 
source of empowerment. 

In �Dream Helmet�, an argument in French between the speaker and a friend, and in �TOW� 
the phonetic transcription of a black American dialect (�listen ahngonna be honest wichu�), 
emphasize the persistence of alternate modes of speech and localized idioms, even if their 
invocation seems rather suspect.  For, while the possession of French linguistic skills 
signals a class privilege, African American speech patterns mostly present an economic 
disadvantage�at least for prospective employment, though this may now be changing. Of 
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course, Elrick knows this, and uses form to bring to our attention the way fragmentation of 
speech communities undermines the basis for collective organisation.  Her frequent recourse 
to parenthesis, for example, creates a sense of syncopation�rhythms dependent on 
exchange and listening�and of censorship. However, a few of her most striking and salient 
propositions claim the space of complete sentences, as in �TOW�: 

that planned obsolescence drop dot.coms on transatlantically 
liquidated infrastructures 

that hyper-tiered indies jostle for globs of managerial diffusion to 
wield over perma-temps 

or, as the conclusion to Dimensions of Calm reads, �Were policy different, mortality might be.� 
But for the most part her poems scatter themselves around the page, implying that for Erlick 
the totality of capitalist reality can be best opposed by mimesis of its alienations on a formal 
level.  This is, of course, not a radically innovative idea, but it must be very deftly executed if 
it is not merely to replicate the disempowerment and reification it seeks formally to critique. 
That Elrick has to qualify her �CLICK (as in pistol cock)�, not only differentiates that noise 
from the click of a computer mouse�perhaps a felicitous association here�but also hints 
that some of her more elliptical phrases can�t carry enough weight. 

Dimensions includes several pages of three-line units, dropped into diagonal rows, many of 
them reflecting grouped and separated identities: 

Women�
Children�things
a Dozen

Oil Floats�
Bloats
American Man:

 collect 

Boyish Laid Back 
C.O.Ds

These small units are, in many instances, summations like the �a-historical news | briefs� 
which are heard by �passionately baffled ears�.  Dealing with limited information 
passionately is a necessary skill, one which Elrick�s poems seem to want to impart to their 
readers.  These units are also contrasted with the italicised prose spaces at the bottom of 
the page, which are often prone to more sentimental, subjective reflections on the sound of 
rustling leaves as a lower-case �i� wanders the street.  The space for traditional poetic 
reflection, then, is poised in opposition to (and, the poems seem convinced, in obsolescence 
compared with) the small efficient units, themselves constituting a kind of trickle-down 
economics of prosody�or, as Elrick writes, �Funnels acute to one quadrant�, the region of 
those �hyper-tiered indies� who take managerial positions in the aftermath of the dot.com 
collapse. 

That said, Elrick�s poetry doesn�t often suggest a particularly fine grasp of the elements and 
use of prosody.  Her formalism is constructivist, and occasionally relies on the gamy forward 
movements of onomatopoeia and homonymy. This can seem rather opportunistic, shortening 
the poem�s possible range rather than extending it�as when �a peer (apparel?) appears�. 
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However, her penchant for fast talk doesn�t eliminate some moments of sonority, as in this 
cityscape: 
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molasses plant 

smokestack there as park plaque 
A welder 
sparks to blares. 

Finally, of the selections of her verse which I have read (and I look forward to reading more), 
the most successful seemed to me to be �Serial Errant�, a sequence depicting the miseries 
and pragmatics of incarceration.  Elrick�s vigilance to gender inequality, and especially to 
the explicit violences perpetrated against women sexually, is coupled here with analysis of 
the institutional language and political interests which dictate prison policy. 

The statistics alone indicate how urgent an ethical problem is presented by co-operation 
(even on through the payment of tax) with American penal policy. With 6.6 million people in 
its prison system (or one in every 32 adults) and 1.3 million in jail, the United States is the 
world�s biggest jailer.  This has not produced a reduction in crime; US Crime rates are now 
comparable to those of the 1970s, but the incarceration rate is four times higher�producing 
a 300% increase in the number of inmates since the 1970s, according to a University of Texas 
study. 46% of those incarcerated are black, and a recent study by the Sentencing Project 
estimates that 1 in 10 African American males in the age group 25-29 is in state or federal 
prison, compared to just over 1% of white males. If black male inmates in local jails are 
added to this total, the proportion rises to nearly 1 in 7�a staggering proportion with 
devastating effects on the health of African American communities, as well as being a 
devastating indictment of the racism inherent to US judicial and correctional structures. 
Moreover, as a result of state-based disenfranchisement laws that restrict voting rights of 
felons and/or exfelons, an estimated 13% of black males will be unable to vote in the 
November 2002 elections. Arguably, this unconstitutional policy already affected the 
outcome of the US Presidential race, and contributes further to the disenfranchisement of 
entire communities and the decline of US democratic principles. 

Elrick pays special attention to the economic utility of prisons.  Her interest in the outcomes 
of labour focuses here on prisoners as a workforce, who are 

delightful to work with�no cars to break down, 
no family emergencies, no 
calling in sick. 

These remarks, made by a �Tour guide In a crisp white shirt�, advertise the prison as a 
dystopia with its peculiar advantages.  �It�s just like a small community out here�, the 
tourists are told.  By contrast, the locations of these correctional facilities are often 
depressed, �Ritalin-ed locales�. Prisons are therefore prized as additions to the local 
economy, offering employment, and increasing the constituency used to determine federal 
spending without adding to the voter roles (and thus not threatening to shift primarily 
conservative voting patterns away from right-wing career politicians).  Elrick�s poem is 
particularly cognizant of these problems, though her ironic references often seem wholly 
sympathetic to the plight of the incarcerated, without attending to the equally real problems 
faced by deprived communities outside the prison walls. 

The poem�s most striking and politically powerful moment, for me, is its opening, which 
explicitly describes the assault and penetration of women prisoners by prison medical staff:  
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�One example one woman special needs in a nightgown �pleading her belly� shackled to a 
bed was prepared for arrest. (Steely instrument flogging the scalding cunt) with a uniform�s 
claim to neutral� 
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The instruments of this invasive examination are not only surgical, but also verbal and 
formal; �From childbirth immediate the context of employment the unfit mother the diagram 
the discharge summary�, she continues, alluding not only to moralised classifications but 
also to the forms and procedures which regulate relations between wardens and prisoners. 
Elrick�s criticism of this clinical language again foregrounds the relationship between 
restricted speech and authority.  But her dramatic enactment of the examination of the 
prisoners, and the degradation of their rights�especially in the experience of childbirth�is 
both accurate and necessary. 

As an essay on CellPals describes conditions in one of the prisons that Elrick mentions 
(Crane), �In most prisons, guards have total authority, and the women can never take care of 
their basic intimate needs in a secure atmosphere free from intrusion. In the name of 
security, male guards can take down or look over a curtain, walk into a bathroom, or observe 
women showering or changing her clothes.... At Crane prison, approximately eighty percent 
of the staff is male and there are open dormitories divided into cubicles. In one section the 
cubicle walls are only four feet high and there are no doors or curtains on any cubicles 
anywhere at Crane. The officers' desks are right next to the bathroom and the bathroom 
doors must be left open at all times. Male guards are also allowed to do body shakedowns 
where they run their hands all over the women's bodies.� 

Such invasions of privacy and personal rights is, unfortunately, an accepted and expected 
consequence of overcrowded, ill-equipped prisons-for-profit.  Put into a continuum with the 
other objects of Elrick�s poetic scrutiny, it reconfirms the lessons most famously articulated 
by Foucault: (reductively,) that the production of the individual subject occurs under 
discipline.  As a poet, Laura Elrick challenges the authority that implements that discipline, 
and hopes to offer some of the tools for replacing the prison with the community centre, the 
barred and fragmented individual speaker with a shared and truly social language. 




